2015 Womens Artistic Gymnastics Canada Games Team Selection Process
Selection trials for the 2015 Canada Games Women’s Gymnastics Team will take
place over two days.
Eligible gymnasts must be a resident of Nova Scotia, a member in good standing
with Gymnastics Nova Scotia, and born between 1996 (except January 1) and 2003
inclusive
Two days of All Around competition will take place. The top three aggregate
scores from the two days of competition will be named to the team. The final three spots
will be determined by the Selection Committee. The alternate will be the next highest
ranked gymnast from the two days of competition, after the six team spots have been
named. Only gymnasts who have been identified by September 2014 by the selection
committee can be petitioned. The petition must be supported by medical documentation,
from medical personal appointed by the Canada Games Committee.
Coach selection will be based on points as follows:
1st place
=
6 pts.
2nd place
=
5pts.
rd
3 place
=
4 pts.
4th place
=
3 pts.
th
5 place
=
2 pts.
6th place
=
1 pts.
Only competing athletes are eligible to have points in the coach selection process.
The alternate will be involved in all team training and competitions leading up to
the Games. The alternate will receive a competitive gymsuit but is not eligible to receive
the complete official uniform as per Nova Scotia Team Rules.
In case of an injury to a team member, the alternate will be named to the team.
Should a team member be assessed unfavourably by the Canada Games coach and
manager, the committee will meet to discuss and vote the outcome (See 2015 Canada
Games Team Attitude Assessment). In the event that the outcome is to remove that team
member from the official team, the named alternate will replace said athlete. Any appeals
to the team selection must be done in writing following the Gymnastics Nova Scotia
Appeals/Grievance Policy in order to be considered.
2015 Women’s Canada Games Selection Committee
Susie Gallagher
Connie Clayton
Patti Healey
Kim White
Kim Bernard
The Canada Games Committee will be responsible for naming the official team, taking
into consideration gymnasts respect to the provincial code of ethics, work ethic at training
camps, results of trials and any petitions.
The responsibility of this committee is to act as a Grievance Committee should any
concerns arise.

2015 Canada Games Team ATTITUDE ASSESSMENT
*
Attitude will be assessed throughout the selection and training process. This form
will be filled out periodically by the Canada Games coaches and manager, and given as
constructive feedback to all gymnast
*
The scale is from 0 (no, does not meet criteria) to 10 (yes, exemplifies the attitude
intended by the criteria), and for purposes of selection and improvement the scores will be
averaged.
From 0 - 10, Gymnast:
1. Works productively unsupervised
2. Is diplomatic, encouraging and fair when in a group
3. Participates with enthusiasm in all training sessions
4. Stays focused at all times, does not have to be asked to pay attention
5. Accepts criticism in a positive manner- No excuses. Corrects and Moves on.
6. Respects coach(es) / manager/judge(s) directions and decisions
7. Exhibits fair play and team spirit at all times, with all people
8. Puts best effort forward at all times
9. Arrives to training sessions on time and prepared
Other comments:

Gymnast’s comments and signature:

